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Introduction
Only a neighbourhood plan that meets each of the ‘basic conditions’ and other
legal tests can be put to a referendum and, if successful, be used as the basis
for determining planning applications.
This document shows how Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Plan meets the
requirements of each legal test.
There are five basic conditions that are relevant to a neighbourhood plan. These
are:
1. The plan must have regard to national policies and guidance issued by
the Secretary of State; this includes the NPPF, Ministerial Statements and
other government guidance and legislation
2. the ‘making’ of the neighbourhood plan contributes to the
achievement of sustainable development
3. the ‘making’ of the neighbourhood plan is in general conformity with
the strategic policies contained in the Cornwall Local Plan Strategic
Policies and its supporting documents
4. the ‘making’ of the neighbourhood plan does not breach , and is otherwise
compatible with EU obligations
5. prescribed conditions are met in relation to the neighbourhood plan
and prescribed matters have been complied with in connection with the
proposal for the neighbourhood plan.

Statement of General legal Compliance

This draft Plan is submitted by Crowan Parish Council, which, as a qualifying
body, is entitled to submit a Neighbourhood Plan for its own parish. The Plan has
been prepared by the Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP)
Steering Group, with the support of Crowan Parish Council.
The whole parish of Crowan Parish has been formally designated as a
Neighbourhood Area through an application made on 30 January 2014 under the
Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 (part2 S6) and approved by Cornwall
Council on 14 April 2014. A copy of the formal notice of designation is included
at Appendix 1.
The draft Plan contains policies relating to the development and use of land
within the neighbourhood area. Proposals relating to planning matters (the use
and development of land) have been prepared in accordance with the statutory
requirements and processes set out in the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(as amended by the Localism Act 2011), the Neighbourhood Planning
Regulations 2012 and the Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017.
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The draft Plan identifies the period to which it relates as 2018 start and 2030
finish. The draft Plan does not deal with county matters (mineral extraction and
waste development), nationally significant infrastructure or any other matters
set out in Section 61K of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
The draft Plan relates only to the parish of Crowan as shown on the map in
Appendix 2. It does not relate to more than one neighbourhood area. There are
no other neighbourhood development plans in place within the neighbourhood
area.

Contribution to the Achievement of Sustainable Development

There are three elements to sustainable development: economic, social and
environmental. These require the planning system to ensure that development
performs a number of roles:






an economic role - contributing to building a strong responsive and
competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is
available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development
requirements, including the provision of infrastructure;
a social role - supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by
providing the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and
future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with
accessible local services that reflect the community's needs and support
its health, social and cultural well-being; and
an environmental role - contributing to protecting and enhancing our
natural, built and historic environment; and as part of this, helping to
improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and
pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a
low carbon economy

The Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan has an overarching aim
which seeks to ensure that the character of the Crowan Parish countryside is
conserved, whilst satisfying the local housing need and sustaining the
community for residents and visitors alike.
The strategic goals of the Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Plan are to:


Ensure that new housing matches the needs of local people and is located
in harmony with the surrounding environment and existing buildings;



Provide a good quality of life in our villages with enhanced community
facilities to meet changing needs whilst ensuring that the infrastructure of
Crowan Parish is maintained and developed to support the expectations
and needs of parish residents;



Support and encourage local businesses particularly those in agriculture,
tourism, leisure and light industry together with micro-business start-ups,
ensuring that people have good access to and opportunities for local
employment;
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Preserve and improve the Crowan Parish heritage, biodiversity and its
unique landscape character and the protected Wildlife Areas as well as the
WHS, AGLV, and other environmental designations;

To meet these strategic goals, twenty six key policy areas have been identified.
Identify the Core policy areas, expanding on the strategic goals above. There
does not need to be one for each policy, rather a grouping of key themes.
1. Sensitive development of new housing that meets the needs of locally
connected people covering all housing types, whilst improving the use
of redundant farm or industrial buildings.
2. Support the development of employment particularly associated with
agriculture and tourism as providers of prosperity for the Parish.
3. Sustain and enhance local facilities and services, the life-blood of our
community
4. Conservation and Preservation of the landscape, heritage and
countryside throughout the Parish.
5. Encourage sustainable energy provision and use to protect for the
benefit of Parish residents
The intention of the Plan and the policies within is to ensure that our parish
continues to thrive as a place to live, as a place to work and as a place to visit.
This plan promotes sustainable development as detailed below.

An Economic Role

As there is a relatively low number of local businesses throughout the Parish the
majority of working residents travel to the surrounding conurbations at
Camborne, Pool, Redruth, Truro, Helston, Hayle and Penzance. Local
employment is mainly with horticultural and agricultural related businesses with
some retail and hospitality related businesses around Praze-an-Beeble.
Accordingly, it is difficult to identify how a major policy can greatly change the
opportunities throughout the parish as a whole, other than continue to support
existing businesses and lobby for improved mobile & broadband services to
encourage more home-working.

A Social Role

The policies support the provision and maintenance of recreational areas, playing
fields and open spaces throughout the parish and the preservation of village
halls for community use and a public convenience at Praze-an-Beeble that is
greatly appreciated by travellers. There are policies that cover affordable
housing and self-build providing options for access to housing and it encourages
the development for special housing for elderly and infirmed residents.

An Environmental Role

Throughout the Parish there a number of sites of historic mining interest within
the WHS area and nature reserves that are protected with other landscape
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character protected within the Area of Great Landscape Value also the on-going
accessibility to public rights of way. Public Rights of Way are also well protected
enabling easy access to the countryside by the policies drafted for the Parish.
With regard to new housing, the policies protect the existing landscape character
and ensure that the design fits with neighbouring properties

Achieving Sustainability

This plan contributes to the achievement of sustainable development by:

Encouraging good development design and the creation of safe and well
connected places
 Planning for affordable housing growth either in or adjacent to existing
villages;
 Supporting the development of unused farm buildings suitable for redevelopment opportunities
 Protecting locally important open spaces and landscape features;
 Protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic environment of
the Crowan Parish
The table below indicates how each of the policies in the Plan help to achieve
sustainable development.
Policy

Economic
implications

HT1- Development
Boundaries
HT2-Local Housing
Needs

HT3-Conversion of
Buildings in
Countryside

Social
implications
Maintains the
existing form of
the villages
Strengthens the
community
connections

Ensures that local
people can have
somewhere
affordable to live
& a supply of local
labour whilst
ensuring
customers for
local services
Helps support
Creates local
landowners
housing

HT4-Design

Encourages use of Safe and
local stone facing connected
materials and
communities
helps retain local
character

HT-5 Self Build

Lowering barrier
to housing
ownership
Releasing larger
properties to
housing chain

HT6-Housing for
Elderly & Infirmed

Providing access
to improved
quality housing
Improving quality
of life

Environmental
implications
Retains the local
character
By ensuring that
there are choices
of homes within
the parish, the
need to travel for
work may be
reduced
Improves the
quality of
buildings and
landscape
Protects and
enhances local
character whilst
providing more
carbon efficient
homes
Personal interest
in ensuring fit to
locality
Reduced need to
travel
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FAS1-Recreational
Areas

-

FAS2Community/Village
Halls & Rooms
FAS3-Toilets

Cost effective

FAS4-Car Parking

Travellers stop to
use and hopefully
other local
services
-

Ensures that all
ages have
exercise and
leisure areas
Community
facilities for all
ages
Convenient for
playing field and
playground users

Protects local
character

Avoids additional
stress looking for
convenient
parking spaces

Stops additional
on road
congestion.
Future electric
vehicle charge
points
Good local
services reduce
carbon emissions

FAS5-Retail,
Hospitality &
Customer Services

Necessary to
retain income in
the Parish to
improve local
wealth

Convenience of
quality local
services

FAS6-General
Infrastructure

Safe and
efficiently
constructed

Ensure reliable
and efficient
utilities
throughout the
Parish

FAS7-Public Rights
of Way

-

Ensure that
footpaths and
byways are safe
for all users inc.
walkers, cyclists
and horse riders
Good access to
the internet
throughout the
Parish helping to
increase the
opportunities for
mobile and
homeworking
-

FAS8Cost effective
Telecommunications mobile and
broadband
services for
mobile, home and
business users
FAS9Telecommunications

-

Ensure that
utilities provide
safe and effective
services without
impacting the
landscape and
that run-off
drainage is
managed
effectively
Keeps the
countryside
accessible

-

Minimise the
intrusion of masts
in the landscape
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FAS10- Transport
& Links

Safer use of
cycles

FAS11- Transport &
Links

Cost effective recharging for
electric vehicles
Improved
National Support
required

FAS12- Education,
Health & Social
Care

Improve
availability of
public transport
and cycle routes
Convenient
charging
Need to improve
local service
levels that are
already under
performing
Reduces changes
to the locality and
potential for more
jobs
New job
opportunities
within the Parish
thus reducing
travel
Supports the
viability of
traditional farms
with potential for
new job
opportunities
Convenience of
reliable and
valued personal
services within
the parish
Enhance the
natural value of
the locality

EP1- Employment &
Tourism – Farm
Buildings &
Brownfield sites
EP2- Employment &
Tourism – New
Business

More economic to
utilise existing
properties than
acquire new
New income
generation with
employment
opportunities

EP3-Employment &
Tourism Diversification

Allows potential
for new income
generation with
employment
opportunities

EP-4 Employment &
Tourism – Retail,
Hospitality &
services

Support the
retention of
employment
within the Parish

HLE1- Boundaries,
Flora & Fauna

-

HLE2- Local
Characteristics

-

Keeping the
landscape values

HLE3- Flooding

Minimises costs if
a flood occurs
Potentially lower
energy costs

Ensures a known
process in place
-

RE1- Renewable
Energy

Reducing the
amount of carbon
emissions
Reducing the
amount of carbon
emissions
-

Minimises change
to local landscape
character
Potentially
reducing carbon
emissions
Keeps established
land ownership
viable and
conservation of
landscape
-

Conserve and
improve the
quality of local
environment
Ensure that the
local character is
retained
Minimises impact
Reduction in
carbon pollution
with minimal
impact on the
landscape
character
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Having regard to national policies and guidance

All of the policies in this neighbourhood plan have been drafted with
consideration of the national planning polices set out in the NPPF and associated
guidance.
The detailed consideration of the Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Plan policies in
Appendix 4 demonstrates how each is in conformity with National Planning Policy
and guidance.

General conformity with the strategic policies of the development
plan(s) for the area

All of the policies in this neighbourhood plan have been drafted with
consideration of the local planning polices set out in the Cornwall Local Plan and
associated guidance.
The detailed consideration of all policies in the Crowan Parish Neighbourhood
Plan demonstrates how each is in conformity with Local Planning Policy and
guidance.

Compatibility with EU Regulations

The Crowan Parish NDP Steering Group requested that Cornwall Council screen
the Neighbourhood Plan for Strategic Environmental Assessment and Habitat
Regulations Assessment on 22 May2018. Natural England, the Environment
Agency and Historic England were consulted as part of the screening process.
The screening opinion concluded that:‘Based on the scale and location of development proposed in the draft plan,
Cornwall Council is of the opinion that the Crowan Parish NDP is unlikely to have
significant effects on the environment or on European Sites and that SEA and
HRA is therefore not required.
This view is confirmed by the consultation bodies and the full screening opinion
and the responses from Natural England and Historic England are attached.’
A copy of the screening opinion is included at Appendix 3.

Prescribed conditions and prescribed matters.

There are no relevant prescribed matters that this Plan needs to take into
account.

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications

The Equality Act 2010 places a duty on all public authorities to have regard to
the need to eliminate discrimination, to advance equality of opportunity, and to
foster good relations between persons with a “protected characteristic” and
those who do not. The protected characteristics are Age, Disability, Gender Reassignment, Marriage and Civil Partnership, Pregnancy and Maternity, Race,
Religion and Belief, Sex, Sexual Orientation and in Cornwall an additional
characteristic, Cornish Status.
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This NDP has been developed to be in general conformity with the Cornwall Local
Plan, which was subject to Examination in Public and found to be sound. The
Cornwall Local Plan provides for objectively assessed need, to meet the needs of
all groups in the community.
The Cornwall Local Plan has been subject to Comprehensive Impact Assessment.
This concluded that the current and future businesses and residents of, and
visitors to, Cornwall will be affected by the land use policies in terms of provision
of jobs, homes, infrastructure, access to services and the protection of the
environment. The strategic policy objectives to 2030 are to plan for the needs of
the whole community now and in the future. In addition, where evidence
demonstrates a need, a number of protected characteristic groups are positively
planned for with specific provision made for older people and the disabled.
In particular the economic strategy, overall housing target and affordable
housing targets aim to ensure appropriate jobs and housing is available to meet
local needs. Failing to provide sufficient housing will impact most on
disadvantaged groups.
The NDP sets out a framework with a range of policies that should provide
positive benefits for the development of the Crowan Parish and communities.
The aims are sustainable development, protecting the built and natural
environment, providing housing, and where possible employment to meet local
need whilst encouraging community engagement and involvement in planning.
The policies contained within the plan do not disadvantage any minority group or
group with protected characteristics.

Conclusion

The Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan has regard to National
Planning Policy and is in general conformity with the strategic policies of the
Cornwall Local Plan. This Plan is compatible with EU obligations and promotes
sustainable development.
It is considered that the Basic Conditions as set out in Schedule 4B to the Town
and County Planning Act 1990 (as amended) have been met. The Plan complies
with Paragraph 8(1)(a) of Schedule 4B to the Act and should proceed to
Referendum.
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Appendix 1 – Designation of Neighbourhood Area
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Appendix 2 – Parish Map
Include a copy of your parish map, identifying the boundaries of the area
covered by the plan.
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Appendix 3 – SEA - Screening Opinion
To: Colin Parnell
Crowan Parish NDP
colinparnell@btinternet.com
by email
Dear Mr Parnell,

Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan – SEA and HRA
Screening – 4 June 2018
As requested I have screened the Crowan Parish Neighbourhood Development
Plan (NDP) to see whether the plan requires Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) or Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA.)
As required by the SEA regulations I produced a screening opinion report for the
Crowan NDP (pre-submission draft version May 2018) and consulted the
statutory bodies: Natural England, Historic England and the Environment
Agency. I also asked Natural England to confirm whether or not HRA was
required under the HRA directive.
Based on the scale and location of development proposed in the draft plan,
Cornwall Council is of the opinion that the Crowan Parish NDP is unlikely to have
significant effects on the environment or on European Sites and that SEA and
HRA is therefore not required.
This view is confirmed by the consultation bodies and the full screening opinion
and the responses from Natural England and Historic England are attached.
If significant changes or additions are made to your plan I would advise you to
have it rescreened.
Yours sincerely,

Sarah Furley
Group Leader
Neighbourhood Plans
Tel: 01872 224294

Email: Sarah.furley@cornwall.gov.uk
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Appendix 4 – Policy analysis
DETAILED CONSIDERATION OF CROWAN PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN POLICIES
This table sets out how each policy reflects the aims of local and national policy and supports the achievement of sustainable development.

Policy
HT1Development
Boundaries

HT2-Local
Housing Needs

HT3-Conversion
of Buildings in
Countryside

Promoting Sustainable Development
Economic
Social
Environ
Maintains the Retains the
existing form local character
of the
villages

Ensures that
local people
can have
somewhere
affordable to
live & a
supply of
local labour
whilst
ensuring
customers
for local
services
Helps
support
landowners

Commentary
Protects the
local landscape
character

NPPF

Cornwall Local Plan

Section 15:
Conserving and
enhancing the
natural environment

Policy 7 allows
settlements to define
development
boundaries.

Strengthens
the
community
connections

By ensuring
that there are
choices of
homes within
the parish and
that the need
to travel for
work may be
reduced hence
reducing
carbon
emissions

Housing for
people with
local
connection

Section 8:
Promoting healthy
communities
Section 5:Delivering
a wide choice of high
quality homes

Creates local
housing

Improves the
quality of
buildings and
landscape

Putting
redundant
buildings to
good use

Section 11: Making
effective use of land

Policy 23 protects the
natural environment.
Supports policies 6, 8, 9

Supports Policy7
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HT4-Design

Encourages
use of local
stone facing
materials
and helps
retain local
character

Safe and
connected
communities

Protects and
enhances local
character whilst
providing more
carbon efficient
homes

Good design
means that
new
development
should fit
better with the
existing built
environment.

HT-5 Self Build

Lowering
barrier to
housing
ownership

Personal
interest in
ensuring fit to
locality

Providing
options for new
housing

HT6-Housing for
Elderly & Infirmed

Releasing
larger
properties to
housing
chain

Providing
access to
improved
quality
housing
Improving
quality of life

Reduced need
to travel

Improving
quality of life
with better
home facilities

FAS1Recreational
Areas

-

Ensures that
all ages have
exercise and
leisure areas

Protects local
character

FAS2Community/Villag
e Halls & Rooms

Cost
effective

Community
facilities for
all ages

-

Supports sport
and leisure
development
which will
benefit the
local
community.
Need for
community
activities

Requiring good
design
Section 8:
Promoting healthy
and safe
communities
Section 16:
Conserving and
enhancing the
historic environment
Section 5: Delivering
a sufficient supply of
homes

Complements Policy 12

Section 8:Promoting
healthy and safe
communities
Section 12:
Achieving well
designed Places
Section 8:
Promoting healthy
and safe
communities

Policy 6 Mix & Policy 13
for accessible homes

Section 8:
Promoting safe and
healthy communities

Policy 16 Health &
Wellbeing
Policy 4 – Shopping
services and community
facilities

Complements policy 13
which requires
accessible homes.

Policy 12 Design

Policy 16 – Health and
Wellbeing
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FAS3-Toilets

FAS4-Car Parking

FAS5-Retail,
Hospitality &
Customer
Services
FAS6-General
Infrastructure

Travellers
stop to use
and
hopefully
other local
services
-

Necessary to
retain
income in
the Parish to
improve local
wealth
Safe and
efficiently
constructed

Convenient
for playing
field and
playground
users

-

Essential for
comfort breaks

Section 8:
Promoting safe and
healthy communities

Policy 4: Shopping
services and community
facilities

Avoids
additional
stress
looking for
convenient
parking
spaces
Convenience
of quality
local services

Stops
additional on
road
congestion.
Future electric
vehicle charge
points
Good local
services reduce
carbon
emissions

Village
nightmares as
originally built
for horses &
carts

Section 7:Ensuring
the viability of town
centres

Policy 13 for car parking

Ensure that
utilities provide
safe and
effective
services
without
impacting the
landscape and
that run-off
drainage is
managed
effectively

Section 7:Ensuring
the viability of town
centres
Section 8:
Promoting safe and
healthy communities
Section 12:
Achieving well
designed places
Good design
Section 16:
Conserving and
enhancing the
historic environment
Section 15:
Conserving and
enhancing the
natural
environment.

Policy 4 Shopping,
services and
community facilities

Ensure
reliable and
efficient
utilities
throughout
the Parish

Real issue
getting
profitable &
sustainable
supply right for
local demand
Minimises the
impact of
infrastructure
on the historic
and natural
environments.
There may be
some
associated cost
for developers

Policy 23 Natural
Environment
Policy 28: Infrastructure
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FAS7-Public
Rights of Way

-

FAS8Telecommunicatio
ns – Range of
Services

Cost
effective
mobile and
broadband
services for
mobile,
home and
business
users

FAS9Telecommunicatio
ns - Masts

-

FAS10- Transport
& LinksCommunity
Inclusive

Safer use of
cycles

FAS11- Transport
& Links – New
Facilities

Cost
effective recharging for

Ensure that
footpaths
and byways
are safe for
all users inc.
walkers,
cyclists and
horse riders
Good access
to the
internet
throughout
the Parish
helping to
increase the
opportunities
for mobile
and
homeworkin
g
-

Improve
availability of
public
transport
and cycle
routes
Convenient
charging

Keeps the
countryside
accessible

Helps promote
local & visitor
use if properly
maintained

Section 8:
Promoting safe and
healthy communities
Section 9:
promoting
sustainable
transport

Supports Policy 16
Health & Wellbeing &
Policy 25: Green
Infrastructure &
Policy 27 Transport
and accessibility

-

Mixed coverage
throughout the
Parish

Section 10:
Supporting high
quality
communications

Policy 5: Business and
Tourism

Minimise the
intrusion of
masts in the
landscape
Reducing the
amount of
carbon
emissions

Mixed coverage
for mobile &
Broadband

Section 10:
Supporting High
quality
communications
Section 9:
Promoting
sustainable
transport

Policy 5: Business and
Tourism
Policy 23; Natural
Environment
Reflects the aims of
policy 27

Section 9:
Promoting
sustainable

Reflects the aims of
policy 27
Policy 28 Infrastructure

Reducing the
amount of
carbon

Bus routes &
services are an
issue for people
dependent
upon public
transport
Growth of
demand for
electric vehicle
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electric
vehicles
FAS12Education, Health
& Social Care

Improved
National
Support
required

EP1- Employment
& Tourism – Farm
Buildings &
Brownfield sites

More
economic to
utilise
existing
properties
than acquire
new

EP2- Employment
& Tourism – New
Business

New income
generation
with
employment
opportunities

EP3-Employment
& Tourism Diversification

Allows
potential for
new income
generation
with
employment
opportunities

emissions

charging needs
to be
considered
Grave concerns
over lowering
of service
levels

transport
Section 8:
Promoting safe and
healthy communities

Policy 28: Infrastructure

Need to
improve local
service levels
that are
already
under
performing
Reduces
changes to
the locality
and potential
for more
jobs

-

Minimises
change to local
landscape
character

Supports
traditional
industries,
securing local
jobs.

Supporting a
prosperous rural
economy (para83)

Support for Policy 5
Business
and Tourism & Policy 2,
Spatial Strategy;
providing homes and
businesses to benefit
the
community.

New job
opportunities
within the
Parish thus
reducing
travel
Supports the
viability of
traditional
farms with
potential for
new job
opportunities

Potentially
reducing
carbon
emissions

New local work
would be
welcome

Supporting a
prosperous rural
economy (para83)

Keeps
established
land ownership
viable and
conservation of
landscape

Great changes
in farming
means that old
ways now do
not work so
extra income
required

Supporting a
prosperous rural
economy (para83)

Policy 5 Business
and Tourism & Policy 2,
Spatial Strategy;
providing homes and
businesses to benefit
the community.
Policy 2, Spatial
Strategy; providing
homes and
businesses to benefit
the
community.
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EP-4 Employment
& Tourism –
Retail, Hospitality
& services

Support the
retention of
employment
within the
Parish

Convenience
of reliable
and valued
personal
services
within the
parish
Enhance the
natural value
of the
locality

-

Local stores
and services
need to be
retained and
grown if
possible

Ensuring the vitality
of village centres

Policy 5 Business
and Tourism & Policy 2,
Spatial Strategy;
providing homes and
businesses to benefit
the community

HLE1Boundaries, Flora
& Fauna

-

Conserve and
improve the
quality of local
environment

Section
15:Conserving and
enhancing the
natural environment

Policy 23 Natural
Environment
& Policy 25 Green
Infrastructure

-

Keeping the
landscape
values

Ensure that the
local character
is retained

This policy aims
to protect and
conserve the
landscape, flora
& fauna
This policy aims
to protect and
conserve the
landscape

HLE2- Local
Characteristics

Section
15:Conserving and
enhancing the
natural environment

Policy 23 Natural
Environment Policy 25
Green Infrastructure

HLE3- Flooding

Minimises
costs if a
flood occurs

Minimises
impact

These policies
aim to reduce
flooding.

Meeting the
challenge of climate
change

Policy 26 Flood risk
management

RE1- Renewable
Energy

Potentially
lower energy
costs

Ensures a
known
process in
place
-

Reduction in
carbon
pollution with
minimal impact
on the
landscape
character

Reduces
dependence on
fossil fuels

Meeting the
challenge of climate
change, flooding and
coastal change

Complements policy 14
– renewable and low
carbon energy
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